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by David De Long
.". I think the real challenge for the Republicans in gaining the support of
youth is in the college groups because they react more to the rhetoric and they 're
not effected so much by performance," said Edward Cox, President Nixon's sonin-law on Tuesday.
Cox was speaking in Bath to a small group in front of the city's Republican
headquarters which he had formally opened moments earlier. The husband of
President Nixon 's eldest daughter, Tricia, took a whirlwind tour of the state on
Tuesday, officially kicking off the GOP campaign here in Maine.
Asked about George McGovern's weaknesses, Cox replied, "Among young
people there's certainly a question of the credibility of the opposition candidate.
He's changed his plans so many times. He's changed his mind so many times. People
aren't sure where he stands and people aren't sure if they know what he would do if
he were President.
Cox said, McGovern "might be able to make good" on his promise to pull the
remaining troops out of Vietnam "because there aren't that many left to pull out."
"One promise he couldn 't make good is that all prisoners of war would be
returned within 90 days of his inauguration. That 's up to the North Vietnamese,"
said Cox.
Asked.about the youth vote Cox said, "The President has always had the
suppdrt of the working young people age 18 to 24, those who are not on campuses
blue collar, white collar, the young people who decide not to go on to college but
decide to go to work. He's always had their support.
"He's had their support because they don 't listen to the rhetoric. They 've
got a family. Th ey 've got responsibility. They pay taxes; they've got a job. They
are affected directl y by the programs that he has and they don't listen to the
rhetoric; and he hasn't given them much rhetoric—he's given performance.
"But I think the performance which has been recognized by just the whole
spectrum across the country, including the young working people, is getting across
to the campus views now. They 're realizing that because of the President's perform
ance, at last they have a President they can trust."
A few minutes earlier in a short speech to the lunchtime crowd Cox had
accused Congress of fighting the President in the area of domestic legislation.
After listing domestic areas in which Nixon had had trouble Cox said , "In
all these areas Congress has not acted and they have not acted because they haven't
wanted to give the President credit for the great proposals he 's made. They 're
playing partisan politics with the public interests here in America and that's wh y
the President needs a Congress that will support him."

requirements
sine qua non

by Gwen Dismukes
Speaking of academic requirements at Colby - they get you coming and
going. Every year entering freshmen as well as exiting seniors are brought up short
by this major obstacle in the path to a Colby B. A.
Even t hornier , f or some , is t he p hysical education requirement. This is what
makes senior girls st ruggle wit h t ennis balls , bows and arrows , and 8 swimming
classes in a desparate race against time.
' Although the prospective Colby student is warned in the bulletin that he
will have to satisf y language , phys. ed. and area requirements, t h ere ar e always
complaints. The fact that the student knows in advance prompted one member of
the registrar 's st aff t o say t ha t "If the student doesn 't lik e t he language requiremen t
then he shouldn 't buy Colb y as a college."
The language requirement seems to be more resented than the area
requiremen t s , and several points can be made for its abolition. Some administrators , as well as student s , wonder whether or not it is sound to require competence
in a f oreign language when Eng lish is more and more becoming an in ternational
language. It has also been pointed-out that, contrary to popular op inion , modern

On foreign affairs Cox said , "President Nixon 's experienced leadershi p has
done alot for this country in the area of foreign affairs, moving the world from an
era of negotiation. Look at what's happened in Vietnam, where he has extracted us
from Vietnam, where we have come out with honor giving the South Vietnamese a
chance to keep communism away."
"Is the air war over?" came a shout from the crowd.
Cox quickly answered, "Let me say something about the air war.There are
no more ground troops in Vietnam — American ground troops who were fi ghting
there . As far as the air war is concerned , the South Vietnamese are carrying on
50 percent of the air sortees and that percentage is going up everyday as the air
war is turned over to the South Vietnamese."
He answered a question as to why Nixon was running for a second term .
"The President's running for reelection because he hasn 't finished everything that
he started. There's alot more that he has to do. As I mentioned , his domestic
programs haven't passed.
"But beyond that the President offers to the country really experienced
leadership, experience that he accumulated in his eight years as Vice-President,
and experience he's gained the last four years in negotiating with the Russians and
Chinese. That type of experience has made him the senior statesman of the world."
It's no secret that the President has been using members of his cabinet and
the first family as his personal representatives campaigning across the country. The
President f or the most part has not been a visable figure in the campaign. Asked
about this Cox said , "When Congress is out of session he'll be on the campaign
trail more and more."
The President 's son-in-law refused to comment on the campaign press
coverage since the conventions.
language professors do not especiall y relish having to put disinterested students
through the paces of bab y French and Spanish in order to satisfy a requirement.
Then too, there are the cases of those six or so seniors every year who fail to
graduate because they were unable to fulfill their language requirement.
On the other hand the two semesters of science required of every student
do not arouse as much dissatisfaction as the language requirement. This may be
due to the fact that satisf y ing the science requirement introduces many English
and sociology majors to a part of the campus they would otherwise never know.
For those people, the totally new sensation of walking past test tubes to get to
class may be well worth the price of a science course. And the recent addition
of "paper" biology and geology courses translates an unfamiliar subject into
terms with which humanities majors can more easily deal.
Colby's academic requirements are voted on by the faculty, and will be
under study again this year. The most recent change has been the reduction from
4 to 2 semesters of science for the class of '73. In deciding on requirements, the
faculty is gui ded by what Reg istrar Georg e Coleman t erms "institutional p hilosop hy." The institutional p hilosophy of Colb y is th at in order to guard against
over-specialization and provide each student with a broad background of information , certain guidelines as to areas of study should be maintained.
Each of the requirements has a different end: competence in a forei gn
language, fa cility in-Eng lish composi tion , familiarity with English literature, and
exposur e to s cien t if i c met hod a nd t houg ht. The degree to which a specific
requirement achieves its ends is the determining factor in its retention.
One suggestion concerning the language requirement was made b y Dean
Wyman: that the language requirement h»e decided by the student 's major department in order to inject a degree of relevancy into his schedule. Thus philosophy
majors might be asked to take German in order to read the original works of
Hegel and Kan t, for instance.
Running neck and neck \vith language for the title of most controvertial requirement at Colby, is t he p hysical education requirement. This provides that , in keeping
with the institutional philosophy of the school , one must engage weekly in some
sor t of ph ysi cal ac t ivit y for four semesters if one is a female. Men arc-required to
do the same for two semesters. After this , t he college f eels t ha t it has f inished i t s
contribution toward s a sound body, and turns the job over to Dr. Dore and
Nurse Sargent.
There does seem t o be a growing feeling that the P.E, requirement at Colby
is unnecessary. Colb y is seen by a t leas t one member of t he adminis t ra tion t o be
ac t ing "in loco parentis" in the matter of ph ysical educa t ion , and it is debatable
whether or not this is really a concern of a liberal arts college .
But , as many panic-stricken seniors approach the line, it should be a relief
to know that if any of them arc refused a di p loma because of f ailure t o f ulf ill
the P. E. requirement , it will be the first time.

library changes
by Gary Curtis
Miller Library is far and away the intellectual
and social heart of the Colby campus. This is the way it
should be in an institution like Colby which is devoted
first and foremost to research and creative thought. Now,
if anyone on this campus is actually here for the above
reasons, then they have already been affected by certain
changes made both in the number of entrances to the library, and the number of hours the library is open daily.
And they should at least have noticed the new faculty
offices that the library contains.
This last change will be the first one herein
described. The old book drop on the Johnson side of
the library has been turned into an office for Mr. Arnold,
who is coordinating the academic advising program ; he
shares this office with Mrs. Todrank. Mr. Bridgman's office has been moved into a previously unused area just
outside the Spa. Mrs. Todrank's former office is in partial use as a history seminar room, and the room in the
History-Government offices previously used for that
seminar now houses the offices of both Mr. Foner and
Mr. Ellison.
Many of these offices are now in the library
because the first floor of Averill, which was previously
entirely office space, now houses about twenty students
Dean of Faculty Paul Jenson states that this change
was in turn necessitated by the severe housing shortage
at Colby this fall. Both Kenneth Blake and Ward Shaw,
the Librarian and the Assistant Librarian respectively,
are not especially happy with the offices that are now in
the library. Theytold the ECHO that they could use
at least some of the space now taken up by offices for
the expansion of audio-visual facilities It is interesting to note that general administrative policy, as outlined in ThejPjan ^or_Colby_, is that the
college should aim at a constantly decreasing number of
offices in the library , with new ones being constructed
in Averill, Life Science, and Lovejoy.

The new system for entering and leaving the
library is an attempt to cut down on the number of books
stolen from the stacks and the main lobby. All traffic
leaving the library now has to pass a single check-out
desk which guards the only exit from the library . Hopefully the students working at that desk will be able to
detect and challenge people walking out with books that
may not belong to them. The ECHO discussed this new
measure with Blake and Shaw.
Having observed that the attendents at the one
check-out desk were doing little or no challengin g, this
reporter asked the librarians about the effectiveness
of the new system. They pointed out that "the jury is
still out" as to whether this system will cut book loss.
They also stated that they wanted to see if
students could do the necessary challenging before they
pondered either hiring other personnel to man the
desk or installing electronic equipment in order to check
thefts. Blake and Shaw both feel that either of these
last two approaches would entail greater expense than
the present system, in addition to implying a great distrust
of the average student on the part of the library staff.
Student reaction to the single entrance is hard
to ascertain, as the ECHO interviewed only a small
number of students on this particular question. One
of those interviewed presented an interesting alternative
to the system now employed. He suggested that if most
of the book loss is from the stacks, a more convenient
systemwould be the one in use during the 1969-70 academic year. At that time, the door on the central staircase
into stack five (where the periodicals are kept) was
locked, and the only entrance into that stack , from
the third floor, had a check-out desk beside it. There
also was a check-out desk at the main entrance to the
stacks. Thus the only doorways in and out of both the
stacks proper and the periodical section were guarded
by check-out desks. In such a situation , locking two of
the entrances to the library itself would not be necessary.
This plan would entail a greater expense in student help than at present; but the college would probably
not balk at such an expense. Vice-President Williams told
the Echo that his office has usually given the Librarian
exactly what he requested in terms of money for student
salaries during the past three years.
Of course even such a solution as this would

securi ty

He suggested that most students these days have
adopted a philosophy of trust and tolerance. He would
warn these students that while this is a good thing , it
often backfires in an unsettling way. Students must
be aware of thetfact that Colby is in the country only
in a relative sense; every area has its share of criminals.
Dean Smith stressed the point that the security problem must be dealt with cooly and with deliberation,
rfe feels that a 'panic reaction ' on the part of the stuby John Alsop
dents would be uncalled for. The administration is making
Few students are unaware of the introduction of new
an effort to prevent crime incidence. The locking of the
security measures on-campus; specificall y, th e locking
dorms is a preventative measure to protect the students.
of all the dorms (except the fraternities) late at night.
Smith encourages the use of the 'Jitn ey' and informs
Some have misunderstood this to be a return to an enus
that more lights are to be installed. Increased lightforced morality system. This clearly is not the case.
This year the Deans have decided to institute the policy ing in one of the priorities established by the Safety
of locking the outside doors of the dorms on or about
midni ght solely for the protection of the students and
the prevention of unpleasant encounters with potentiall y dangerous or dishonest individuals.
I n explaining these actions, Dean Earl Smittfi cited
the fact that the number of reported thefts and intrusions upon the personal liberties of the students has increased 100 fold during the past several years. He also
stated that there have already been two reported cases
of indecent exposure on-campis this year . Dean Smith
noted further that from Skowhegan to Augusta 'impulsive weirdoes' come to pursue their devianccs at
the expense of the women at Colby.
While conceding t h e poin t t ha t professional t hiev es
would havej ittle difficulty entering even locked dormitories, he feels that these criminals are not the type
th at harm students. It is against the criminals who
are not premeditative, bu t ra t her impulsiv e and men t all y
unstable that the new security measures arc primarily
directed. Such men Dean Smith believes act impulsivel y
and wi t hou t p lan. A locked door should deter themeffee
t ivel y.
Dean Smith stressed the difficulties of apprehending
such unwanted intruders. Me noted that the women at
Colb y are t hose primaril y vic t imized , bu t they are unwilling t o repor t assaul t s because of fear of publicity or
any other sort of involvement. If all incidents of indecent exposure and molestation were reported , then evidence could be gathered against such criminals , and
arrests and prosecutions could be made,

the pill

probably have little effect, on the amount of book
loss, jud ging from the many plans that have been tried
by the library staff and have failed to reduce theft.
Probably the only advantage of such a system over the
present one would be the increased convenience resulting from the renewed use of all the library 's entrances.
Of course there has also been a change in the
duration of time that the library stays open daily. The
new hours are as follows: 8 a.m. until 11 p.m., Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. until 5 p.m., Saturday, and
2 p.m. until 11 p.m., Sunday.
Last year the library was open until midnight
Monday through Saturday, and from 8 a.m until midnight, Sunday.
Blake and Shaw listed the following as consid-

erations behind their decision to shorten the hours :
1. There was, they felt, a security problem between
eleven and twelve p.m. in that there was during this time
no "adult" supervision of the students staffing the library
Any problems concerning theft , vandalism, drunkenness,
etc., these students had to deal with by themselves before
the hours were changed.
2. The library staff completed a study of student use
of the library during the hours that were eventually cut,
and found that use was uniformly almost nil.
3. The fact that there was a "general climate" in
administrative circles at the time the library staff was
preparing its budget last spring, calling for a careful look
at each item to be submitted.
Committee.
The Dean said that he hopes students will not find the
new policy of locking the doors an infringement on
their freedom. Similar systems have been instituted in
other colleges across the nation. He regrets the measure
but feels the college is obligated to insure the safety of
the students in the dorms. Locked doors..will not be a
problem to the students especially in view of the fact that
they will be able to obtain keys to their own dormitories,
at Buildings and Grounds.
All these measures will be to no avail unless students are
aware of the possibility of danger at certain times and
places and act accordingly. The administration is doing
what it can; cooperation and good j udgement must
come from the students.
by Nancy Al per
Th e lowering of the majority age in Maine from
twenty-one to eigh t een during t h e spring of 19 72 h as
been the major factor in the availability of contraceptives
on campus.
Since t he passage of t he bill redu cing t he majority
age , t hose women , eigh teen years and older , who desire
contraceptives may now obtain them from the infirmary.
This service protects women against the practice of some
d oct ors who m erely prescribe pills and do no t t ake a pap
smear — a test for cancer of the cervix, examine t he pelvic
area , or anal yze the medical history of a patient to determine t he possibl e effec t s of t he p ill. In addition this service
is economical - fees are charged only for t he analysis of
t he pap sm ear and t he prescrip t ion of t he p ills.
Before last spring t he college was reluc t an t t o assume
responsibili t y for t hose women who desire d t he pill bu t who
were still legally minors. So birth contro l was given t o t hose
who were either twenty-one, engaged , or married. Women who
were engaged bu t were under the age of majority needed lett ers of permission from their parents. The pill was also dispensed to women who were under the age of twenty-one but
who had parental approval.
Many women between eig hteen and twenty-one,
however , did not feel that the mandatory parental affirmation was ethical. These women went to doctors downtown who prescribed the p ills for treatment. Pressure groups
which desired the establishment of a college birth control
clinic also existed on campus.
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by Roger Sherman
There are just not many places in the world where it
pays to be a Jew. It might not harm you in N.Y.C., but
if you are afraid of the violence of fun city have you ever
considered Belfast? My second day in that lovely city I
was asked, "What are you?" Not wishing a possible bullet
in my head I refrained from answering "human", but
rather feebly said, "Jew ". A look of sympathy immediately appeared in the stranger's eyes. "Jews have never
liked Catholics," I was told then. It was repeated to me
often in the summer, for I was living in a Protestant area
of Belfast. Don't worry if you get placed in a Catholic
area. I am told they love Jews because both are minority
groups and therefore have a certain rapport. You can't
lose in a country of 1.5 million people which has 64
registered atheists. The clincher though was when I was
shown that the people of Northern Ireland were one of
the 12 tribes of Israel, it was slightly esoteric but I am
sure that it will be explained to you in due course.
Graffiti and symbols are the keys to understanding
Belfast. At first I felt as if I was going to panic while
walking in a strange area. It's really quite simple. If
F.T.P. (F— the Pope), God Save Ulster, No Surrender,
or No Pope.Here, are painted on the walls you know to
say "God Save the Queen" if anyone asks. On the other
hand if you see Long Kesh or Bangla Desh, End British
Terriorism , F— the Queen, you also have a pretty good
idea where you are.
Whatever might be the case the only thing I can
say with certainty is that the situation is not normal.
Tuesday in Belfast is known as rohbery day. There is
a pretty good chance that your post office is going
to get knocked off that day so its best to buy stamps'
on Monday or Wednesday. No one is beyond suspicion
on Tuesday. One Tuesday this summer three nuns walked
into a post office and pulled Thompson machine guns
out from under their habits before making a Bonnie
and Clyde type exit. If you make it by Tuesday your
next stumbling block is Friday. Friday is no longer
"fish day " but is now universally acknowledged as
"bomb day " and the beginning of an action packed
weekend. The scenairo typically runs like this: Friday
afternoon the IRA explodes bombs, Friday'evening the
Protestants react b y burning buses and settling up vigilante groups to defend the neighborhood. It 's best to
buy a 6-pack early for the night 's activities start about
7 p.m. Believe me, th ere is nothing more exciting than
to settle in and hear some good wholesome shooting.
The cowboys in Belfast have truly transcended the
television screen , bringing live action right to your very
doorstep. While Friday evening is more in the line of
J ohn Wayne antics, Sat ur d ay ni ght belongs to the
Elliot Ness freaks. (As a matter of fact a recent gangland
type murder in Chicago attracted the headline "Belfast
Type Slaying". I guess times have changed.) Saturday
night murders take the form of the innocent knock on
t he d oor followed by a bull et t hroug h the head. I always knew that if anyone knocked on my door Saturd ay
night I would just yell that I wasn't in and hope t hey
would go away.
The games childr en play in Belfast are not exactly
from Sesame Street. For one thing you don 't h ave to

play Army, you can form your own. All it takes is a
lethal weapon, fatigue jacket, sun glasses, and a beret
if you are in the IRA (Catholic) or mask if the UDA
(Protestant) is your thing. Then its just a matter of
your creative impulse. Hyjacking cars at gunpoint is
usually too easy and so you might get together with
your big brother and take on the British army if you 're
Catholic or shoot up a pub if you are Protestant. (Catholics generally own the pubs in Belfast.) If you are a
bit fatigued the activity is usually confined to liberating
jails or some other equally relevant social task.
To say the troubles in Belfast are confined to the
working class areas doesn't really mean very much. Almost
the entire city consists of tightly quartered 19th century
terraced houses. Never having been well integrated
once the troubles began these working class communities
became wholly sectarian havens in which fear of prejudice
runs rampant.
In all commmities "fear" is the emotion experienced
most often. The Catholic fears any association with the
government or police, for they are all evil. Indeed since
for their own insidious plans. Protestant extremists
1920 the police and local government have been key
like Paisley and Craig denounced the Civil Rights Moveinstruments in holding down 35% of the population. He
ment as "extreme" and provoked their followers into
fears the backlash of the Protestant who the IRA maintain
beating up and stoning the non-sectarian movement. Of
will one day rise up and slaughter all of the Catholics. He
course this just caused a more extreme element to take
feels he is the last hired and first fired and will never have
the lead. Marches were meant more to provoke a
any meaningful say in the government.. Basically, there are
confrontation , tactics very similar to the SDS. Thus on
only two parties in Northern Ireland , the Protestant
one side the extremists tried to destroy the civil rights
Unionist Party and the Catholic Nationalist Party. The sole
movement and on the other side extremists were using
platform of the two parties is union with Britain (Protestants)
the movement to try to attack the very existence of the
or union with Ireland (Catholics). Since the Protestants
state. Under pressure from both sides, all moderate
have always been in power, they have indirectly app lied
opinion collapsed. This explains the entire recent history
selective pressure on the faster breeding Catholics to
of Northern Ireland. Every chance for peace is destroyed
emigrate.
b y the extremists of both sides. In the case of the
Imagined fears and discrimination also play a part. The
Civil Ri ghts movement , the collapse of moderate support
Catholic Church refuses to let their flock attend state schools brough t the downfall
of the onl y moderate government in
and in this way further isolates the Catholic community
the history of the country , (government of Terence O'Neil.)
thereby increasing the chances that discrimination will
Since the collapse of the O'Neil government early in
continue. Indeed Harold Jackson, an impartial and prize
1970, Protestant extremists and the IRA have forced the
winning journalist on Northern Ireland says that a character- government to take incre asingl
y repressive measures. The
istic of the Catholic community is "the ability to attract
British Army (15 ,000 strong) was slowl y being identidiscrimination." Definite anti-British feelings are instilled
fied with certain repressive actions. In 1969 they were
in children both in the classroom and their community.
received b y the Catholics with open arms, b y 1971 they were
Since Catholics are taught to hate Britain and since Protesbeing shot dead. The British Army is a highl y disciplined
tants consider themselves British si there any wonder
unit but because they had to police as well as fight there
as to the hatred that is felt?
were certain very unfortunate actions which were exploited
Protestants are definitely taught a British way of
by the IRA. Finall y, in August of 1969 internment was
life. (There are even more pictures of the Queen in
introduced. Nothing was more welcomed by th e extremists.
Protestant households than there are pictures of Kennedy
The Protestant extremists made sure that onl y Catholics
in Catholic homes.) The British in general feel the
were interned and the IRA thus appeare d to the Catholic
Irish to be somewhat primitive and stupid and no place
people as " freedom fighters". After internment there
is this stronger than on the island of Ireland itself. Along
was no stopping the violence . On January 30 , 1972 the
with this sense of superiority goes a fear of being sold
British Paratroops shot 13 innocent Catholics at a civil
into an all Ireland which is 95% Catholic and as the
rights march in Londonderry. That comp let ely ero d ed
Protestants constantly say, "Home rule is Rome rule."
the last lingering support for the Unionist government and
In other words they fear a theocratic society in which
in March of '72 the British government suspended Stormont.
the Church controls all of the schools, and perrrits
Stormont , for the Catholics the hated symbol of Protestant
no contraception or divorce. A favorite way of describing
domination , was the parliament of Northern I reland. In its
th e political parties of Northern Ireland (Eire) is how
place Britain introduced direct rule and appointed an
far t he poli t i cians jump wh en t h e b ish op of Dublin says
Englishman , William Whitelaw to run the country.
boo. Therefore , what exists in Northern Ireland is the
Whitclaw's sole purpose is to bring peace to Northern
case of a double minority. The Protestants who are
Ireland, In that respect he has been unsuccessful so far.
the majori t y in Nor t hern Ireland behave lik e a besi eged
He is a brillant politician who is try ing to do the impossibleminority sin ce the spectre of a United Ireland looms
mobilize moderate support. He has achieved two of the
large on the horizon.
requirements for peace. He ended what the Protestants
The trouble started with the rise of the Catholic
considered to be an intolerable situation , namely t he
middle class. Sometime after WWII Britain introduced
Catholic "no go " areas of Londonderry, and jus t last
bills which paved the way for working class people
week h e announced the end to internment. Hopefully
to get ahead. Among the bills adopted were those which
both of these things will give the extremists fewer issues
gave free educa t ion and free medicine t o all Bri t ish
to exploit. However , i t is so easy t o keep t he po t boiling
subjects. It is these sort of laws which permi tt ed
t ha t no thing is certain.
Bernadette Devlin to go to a university. Now obviously
Belfast is t h e firs t ci t y in the West ern Worl d since
t he Pro t est an t par t y ( unionis ts) would never volun t aril y
WWII to undergo major guerilla warfare . We in the
pass such a bill but because they consider themselves
Uni t ed St at es should pay carefu l attention to the present
British they have to adopt the laws of Britain. Ironically
situation in Belfast and realize the impossibility of
it was the Protestant feeling of Britishness which caused
mili t aril y bea t ing a dedi cate d minori ty in an urban
the downfall of the Unionist Party.
situation. The onl y way to make sure that it doesn 't happen ,
This all culminated with the civil rights movement
is to make sure it never starts, Avoiding the problems of the
of 67-68-69. The Catholic middle class was no longer
cit ies , t he poor , and the blacks may well cause the rise
interested in a united Ireland , bu t wan t ed some t hing
of a determined and extreme minority. Like the UDA and
more concrete — power. Unfortunately, ext remist s on
IRA they will see that violence does pay, that is the
both sides used the Civil Ri ghts movement as a. front
unfortunate lesson of Belfast.
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by Howard Erlichman
This fall it is impossible not to notice the new living
arrangements here at Colby, as the school tries to go
truly co-ed.
But while some changes have taken place in the new
dorm s, the Quad, Mary Low-Coburn, Averill, and Johnson , the major changes have come in Foss-Woodman
and that former champion of womanhood — Dana.
Foss-Woodman has a checkerboard setup with men
and women living on alternate floors in the two adjoining buildings, but the most ambitious attempt at
co-ed living since the ill-fated Roberts Union experi-
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ment is in Dana.
The previously all-female dorm has men on the first
floor and women on the third, and the second floor
is half and half. At the beginning of the year there
was nothing separating the female wing from the male
wing on the second floor but the now controversial
swinging-door was recently installed to separate the
two. And only when people started banging the door '
into each other in daily traffic down the hall, was a
small frosted window inserted.
In talking to students on that second floor, one
finds there are few disadvantages or inconveniences
to living there. What has developed is virtually a brother-sister type relationship, where niether side has
yet to act in an extraordinary manner.
To many 'outsiders' who would feel that there would
be constant parties, orgies, and other illicit affairs

transpiring on the floor would be surprised to discover that of the three floors at Dana, the second is the
most peaceful. But how .do the second-floor members
feel about the situation?
John Lombard , a freshman says, 'It hasn't affected
me at. all. I also feel that the reason this floor isn't
very wild is that the men are more responsible in their
behavior because they are somewhat inhibited by the
presence of females. But some girls I know are against
co-ed living because they'd prefer not to be as easily
accessible as they would be in a co-ed dorm.'
Barbara Miller and Jane Keary, both sophomores,

a low self-evaluation identity problem. Many critics
have accused her of exhibitionism, of "opening the
family album and exposing suicide notes," failures,
guilt, and madness. However her work has been praised
by Robert Lowell, master of the confessional school
of poetry, as well as by Richard Eberhart, James Wright,
by Susan Staples
and Louis Untermeyer. Author Dan Wakefield of the
Professor Edward Wright, of Denison , wrote:"Anne
Glob e comments — "Anne Sexton is the author of
Sexton is most attractive ; she possesses a deen , rich voice and some of the most exciting and memorable literary
really is an artist. She talks on poetry and reads her materwork that is being produced in this country." Her
ial, some very human material of a high level. I strongly
work has been called impressive for she is able to find
suggest that you find some means of hearing her work."
Colby offers the college community the opportunity
to hear Anne Sexton's poetry on Sunday , Oct. 1, in
Given at 8:30 p.m. Tickets will be $1 for Colby Students,
and $1.50 for others, at the door.
Anne Sexton , who began writing in 1957 , has produced
four volumes to date. She won the Pulitzer Prize for
Poetry in 1967 for Live or Die . Her early books To Bedlam and Part Wav Back and All Mv Prettv Ones won her
the first traveling fellowship given by the American
Academy of Arts and Letters, a grant to Africa from the
Congress for Cultural Freedom , and a place in Britain 's
Royal Society of Literature. Harvard awarded her an
honorary Phi Beta Kappa key in 1968. Her latest book
is entitled Love Poems .
Mrs. Sexton 's poetry began through writing
therapy encouraged b y her doctor. She had previously
attempted suicide and had been in asylums. Her To Bedlam
"/ say live, Live because of the sun , the dream , the
and Part Way Back was the result of her coping with
excitable gift. "
Anne Sexto n

generous humor in experiences of pity and terror, a
task not easily accomplished.
Anne Sexton and a colleague have formed a chamberrock combo. This quartet , called Her Kind , frequently
accompanies her readings. She has performed Cripples
and Other Stories to a raucous Nashville rhythm. Mrs.
Sexton has recorded her poems for Harvard Library and
for the Library of Congress, and her poetry appears in
several anthologies. Her first off-Broadway play, "Mercy
Street ,", begun in 1964 with a Ford Foundation grant has
been hailed in contemporary theater circles. It was
included in the series of off-Broad way plays being
offered ot the college circuit in 1971.
Mrs. Sexton describes her work as being "deep and
highly personal—somewhat magic." She writes "family
poems." Poetry is no little thing for Anne Sexton. She
once said, "Poetry is the only thing which is really mine.
Ail mine, even the failures. I am the master of the poem.
I control it. I can't really control the children. I mean
you bring them up, but they are alone. And I think I
am a better mother for knowing this.
She is a native of Wellesley, a former fashion model,
and now combines her writing career with being a wife
and mother in Weston , Massachusetts. Much of her poetry
concerns her two teenage daughters and her husband who
held their marriage together during her identity crisis.
Mrs. Sexton teaches locally, and likes living near Boston.
She once commented: " Boston is a nice place for a poet
to live. Any city that has a river will have poets. London,
Rome, Florence. I'd hate to be a poet in Oklahoma."

to do.
So, this year we are trying something different . Very
few if any large concerts down in Wadsworth Gym , but
a whole bunch of smaller things around campus that .
will hopefully interest and involve more of the student
bod y.
It would probably be safe to say that we will not
We will be doing some smaller concerts with very
have any big name concerts at Colby this year.
good but obscure or emerging rock or folk acts in places
But wait before all you Neil Young, Allman
like Runnals Gym. We also p lan to present some concerts
Bros., Alice Cooper and Rolling Stones Freaks that
with relatively more established blues and jazz people
had your hearts set on seeing your favorite performers
because th eir prices are predominantly more reasonable
on stage at Wadsworth East start searching me out, let
as compared to folk and rock acts of the same reputation.
me try to explain why we've reached this decision and
Come to these concerts even if you haven't heard
tell you what types of things we're planning to do
much about the performers before. The music will be
instead .
cannot
good and we plan to keep the admission prices reasonably
past
years
have
shown
that
Colby
Very simply,
cheap.
afford to put on big rock shows. We have taken a loss
In addition to these small concerts the Coffee House
on most everyone. Last year we presented a series of
will reopen soon in a bigger and better capacity than
moderately well known performers some very fine mulast year. It has been moved to the former women's
sicians but we failed to fill the hall and lost $12 ,000.00.
locker room in Runnal s basement giving 3-4 times the
To put on a concert featuring a "big name"act we
space it had'last year.
have to put out $10,000 to $15 ,000, Experience has
So, besides a full slate of good musicians from our
shown that unless we begin raising ticket prices to $5.00
own community we will have the opportunity to present
and $6.00 and draw a pretty good crowd , there is very
many professional musicians that travel the New England
little chance that we'd break even. (And we suspect that
coffee house circuit. Many of these musicians you will
away,)
would
keep
more
students
prices
the hi gh
have never heard of , but hopefully some you will have
Besides the financial end of it, the Social Life Comheard . But again , come and see what they 're like , They
mittee feels that 2-3 concerts a semester wasn 't filling
will all be good musicians nnd admission will be very cheap
the needs and desires of most of the student bod y. DisBesides the every week-end schedules of the Coffee
apointing ly it was a very rare concert that you could
look out into the crowd and recognize the majority
House we will also be running monthly (or so) dances
or parties with local Rock and Roll bands.
as Colby people. And in those long weekends between
Occasionally in the past the quality of the bands at
concerts peop le still complained that there was nothing

these dances has left a little to be desired . So this year
we are making an effort to get the best bands we can.
(And we have already come across some very good ones.)
We are also looking into the possibilities of bringing
recent major motion pictures to the campus as a
supplement to foreign and experimental film programs
that are already being offered .
Because we plan to present many different activities
this year instead of a few concerts, I think it is important
that the on-campus activities are coordinated as much as
possible. This would reduce conflicts and a general
dissipation of energies from a great deal going on at one
time and boredom from the long stretches with little
happening.
So if you or your organization is planning an event
you'd like the whole college community to have an
opportunity to participate in , contact me or a member
of the Social Life Committee in addition to informing
the calendar office in Eustis. Not only can we give you
an idea of what else is being planned for that time but
we may be able to help out with publicity , location .etc
Since this is all a new thing we are going to try this
year , we are really interested in many different , new
ideas.
I've outlined the types of things we've thought of .
If you have any suggestions as to differen t types of
programs or can suggest performers, bands or films
etc, that you 'd like to see up here please come and
talk to me about it.I live in 255 Woodman and my
extension is 532.
Peter Amato
Social Life Chairman
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editorials
Coed Living

I

Every year Colby College changes a little.
Sometimes it's for the better, sometimes it's not .
This year people are actually forced to
live off campus, all sorts of new fire doors
have been put in thedorms, there's only one exit
from the library, and Sellers is consistently
serving onions with its salad.
But the biggest and by far the best change
of all is that Colby College has made a move
toward co-ed living.
Freshmen women will never know what it
was like to eat in Roberts Union and be just
one of a handful of girls. And freshman men
will never feel they are visiting a girls' school
when they go to Dana.

opinion
by John Alsop
Perhaps the most obvious observation one can make
these days is that there is a presidential campaign
currently in progress and that it is the responsibility
of all those eligible to vote for the man of their choice.
The correct choice, however, is by no means obvious.
We wonder what are the qualifications of the job
and how do Messers Nixon.and McGovern measure up ?
All agree that the president should be a man of integrity,
that he should be honest, intelligent and have a capacity for creative thinking. AH of us want to look up to
our president and find in him qualities we value.
We like to feel that our man is unbesmirched by
corruption and scandal, that he is serving the public
and not some special interest group, and that he is
aware of the seriousness of the problems that confront
the nation and of the urgency of solving them. We
want him to have new solutions and not the same list
of panaceas which have already failed.
We also want the president to be strong and unflinching in his convictions. For all his idealism and openmindedness, he must be capable of steering his measures
through. The nature of the job demands an ability to
cajole , threaten , deceive, and intimidate all those who
stand m his way.
The problem is that these abilities do not always
jive with such attributes as honesty and integrity. Thus
the followers of Mr. Nixon are often somewhat offended
when they find themselves being deceived for the
national good. Likewise the followers of George McGovern are shocked to learn that their scrupulously
honest candidate also knows "how to nasty."
All these considerations lead us to a dilemma. We
feel that we cannot trust Nixon. At the same time we
are afraid that McGovern is not "tricky " enough.
We were led to believe during the pre-convention
campai gn that McGovern was for all his idealism a
sharp, practical operator who could get things done,
but the Eagleton fiasco has shaken our faith in him.
On the other hand , we are certainly reluctant to support Nixon considering such incompletely explained
events and policies as the ITT affair , the Watergate
episode, the seemingly pointless resumption of the
bombing of Vietnam, and the subtle and secretive
machinations of Henry Kissinger. We understand the
seriousness of the nation 's problems. We are not sure
that Nixon understands them, nor are we sure that
McGovern can come close to solving them .
The current campaign fails to shed any light on the
matter. Perhaps subconsciously we are hoping for
some crisis or catastro p he which will make it impossible
for us to vote for one man so wc can by default vote
for the other.

The whole atmosphere at Colby has changed.
" That boy-girl-date-sex syndrome seems to have
been broken down a little. The observations made
by those in our Dana article bear this out.
Our hope is that living arrangements like
th ose on second floor Dana which has been the
prime mover in this breakdown will become more
the rule than the exception in the next few years
here at Colby. Unlike onions, co-ed living has no
bad aftertaste.
Requirements at Colby
In many aspects of the academic world
Colby is a leader. Programs such as the Jan
Plan , East Asian Studies, and Environmental
Studies are all examples of Colby's willingness
to experiment, innovate, and change.
But in some areas Colby lags far behind
other institutions in its ability to break tradition
and change when it is necessary. One such area
was co-ed living which the school has finall y
entered this year, with apparent success.
However, Colby, a school that worships
the liberal arts ethic, still insists on maintaining a plethora of requirements for its B.A.

With the increasing specialization of this
day and age the college seems to be handicapping the student by harnassing him with language
and science requirements for which he may
have no aptitude or interest.
*'
These requirements can do more harm
than good for many. Although, they expose a
student to something he is not familiar with ,
they" also result in many low grades and rruch
wasted time on the part of the student and
teacher. Low grades in courses that mean nothing to a student will still be reflected in his
attempts to furthur his education.
It is often argued that a student in a
liberal arts college is not there to prepare himself for a career, but he most certainly is not
there to ruin a possible one.
The administration's position appears to
be that the student who comes to Colby doesn't
know what he ought to take. But the students'
position is that he knows what he wants to
take and what he doesn't want to take.
The question is who should determine the
academic aspects of the students' Colby experience and possibly his future?
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The freshmen have been here for over ' two weeks
now, just long enough for a few first impressions of
Colby College to register. What follows is a perfectly
random list of freshman remarks and freshman faces.
- These interviews are not intended to prove any
poin t,, as their selection was based on interest - value
only. Nevertheless a good proportion of them seem
happy here. A Follow-up article a year from now will
be of great interest.
Q. - You 've been here *two weeks, what are your
initial reactions to Colby ?

they ' re teaching, most of them ... they seem to have
a lot of experience to give you if you want to put time
into it.

Steven Margulis - I expected a really vital student
body, and a cooperative administration, a small school
with the sort of greenhouse effec t of intellectual stimulation , you know what I mean? and I came here and I
found a lot of people who weren 't intellectual; I found
a lot of people still in their shells ; I was disappointed
because I found an administration that is really cautious.
As a result the whole school lacks any sort of dynamic
Ellen - "don 't take my picture , please! Oh I don 't
drive in any one direction. Its sort of like middle- Amerknow, its getting better , I guess... I didn 't like it at
icaish. But I'.ve met some really great faculty members
the beginning, I guess until you get to know a lot of
... some really great teachers and really great minds.
peopl e fairly well its kind of hard. . if. . you ' re used
I can 't really complain...
to having a lot of friends around at home (he ' s making
me nervous.' .' .) [to the photographer] I know a lot of
Alison Reynolds - My feeling is highly personal...
people to say hello to, but none to TALK to. Now,
I feel a lot happier because I've found good people. But
though, I' m getting to know a lot of people better. The being alone is great too - the hills, the arboretium...
people at home seem to be a lot more freaky.
walking, its all highly inspirational and great. I' m here
to settle myself , to learn more. The professors are
Debbie Thomas - Part of the experience of going to all very sincere, but maybe a little bit cold. But they
college is , like meeting a lot of people, and I think its seem happy , enjoying what they ' re doing... Colby is
a lot easier at a small school. Most of the people are such a U topia! for four years we 'll all live together ...
pretty friendly, the only thing that I find I don 't like is but this doesn 't prepare us for anything, does it? The
there ' s an awful lot of intellectual people running arounc^ real world is so vague ...
and those people tend to be the least friendly. It seems
So,far, I really like the dean of students; he 's been
like a lot of ihe people who go here are awfully caught so helpful .
up in the fact that they 've been selected to come here
because they can learn , instead of the fact that they
Mary- Liz Moynihan - "I love it! I think its great . . .
have the opportunity to really learn. I'd call .it snobberyr 'l think all the people are friendly, I' m really happy
maybe. From what I've seen , I' m really impressed by with my ins tructors, and I' ve really enjoyed it! (about
the faculty - they seem to be really interested in what cost) I'm not worried;about it, but my parents are "
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The following interviews were conducted with those
sophomores who were interviewed as fledgling freshmen
last year at this time. One of the five could not be loca ted
Debbie Thomas withdrew from the college this summer.
Apparently she has recently married, Another, 'Ellen , '
refused to comment in any way whatsoever.
Steven Margulis-Steven has discovered over the past
year that his impressions of Colby have remained unchanged. He finds that the college still seems to lack direction and has a nebulous character. Steve, however, is reluctant to complain , noting that he came here on his own
decision. Nevertheless he is entertaining notions of
leaving. He is interested in seeing what a large urban uni
versity would be like and feels that such a place would
suit his needs better than Colby. When asked why he remained at Colby, all these things considered , he told us
that he enjoyed living off campus and also that he
feels he has a better chance of getting into med school
Con 't f rom pg, 2
Blake and Shaw stressed that any decision they made
to cut certain services was their own , and not a matter
of formal fiat from above. But they also stated that they
made their decisions on the basis of a realistic assessment
of whether the college as a whole was getting its money 's
worth out of a library that was practicall y empty and yet
open and staffed.
What all this essentiall y means is that aside from the
first of the above considerations (which was not as important in the final decision as the second two ) the
decision was a matter of financial priorities. It was
simply not felt that it was worth the extra money to
keep the library open during the extra hours .
One student interviewed b y the ECHO disagreed with
this method of making such a decision , pointing out that
the students that had used the library during the times
cut were more likel y to be cither at least somewhat
serious about their studies, or to be behind in their work
and thus desperatel y in need of the library facilities,
A relatively small number of students were polled by

v'iz ¦Alison Ke.ynoias
from a small college.
Alison Reynolds-Alison feels that 'a lot has changed'
since she has been at Colby but she still is 'idealistic'
She finds Colby a curious mixture of 'Peyton Place
and Laugh In.' She says one can get so caught up in
'traumas and trivialities' at Colb y, that it is hard to
'settle down' and find out what one is going to do.
Alison is considering transferring to a school with a bet
the ECHO concerning this last change in library procedure
But the consensus of those that were spoken with is that
use of the library is a right enjoyed by those who pay to
attend Colby. Further , it is a right that is essential to
the supposedl y central function of life at Colb y - namely
studying. Thus, the curtailing of such essential services
as a matter of financial convenience probably should be
closely examined , perhaps in committee, by a reasonable
cross-section of the campus.
Con 't j r p m pg. 4
lived in Dana last year. They believe this year's
set-up is a big improvement mainly because they ve
been able to meet many more peop le than was possi
ble last year/ Neither are bothered by the fact that
there are boys ri ght down the hall from them.
John Morgan, also a sophomore, says the present
set-up is fine but eventually hopes every dorm will
have a co-ed living set-up in which sexs would alternate rooms. He said the present set-up may prove a
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ter design program. In spite of this comtemplated move,
she enjoys Colby and emphasizes the fact that she has
never had such good , close friends as she has had here.
Mary-Liz Moynihan-Mary-Liz was clearly embarrassed over the thought of another interview. She feels
rather apologetic about her enthusiasm in last year's
interview. She notes that when she came last year she
was primarily concerned with meeting people and making new friends, often on a superficial level. Now,
after a year, friends remain a very important factor in
her life at Colby, but instead of meeting new ones, she
has gotten to know her old ones better. She finds
Colby's quite good academically and enjoys most of
her classes. In the past year she has also found the
time to learn about the outdoors, camping and hiking, etc. She feels grateful to Colby for the friends
she has made here and the opportunities the school
has provided her to learn both in and out of the classroom.
good stepping-stone to such a plan.
Ellen Mara, a freshman, sees no disadvantages in
the system at all and claimed she was getting to know
boys on a friend or brother type relationship rather
than as potential dates.
Tom Green gave two insights: the first being that he
never wore a bathrobe until living on this floor, and the
second being that he never had a sister until coming
here-now he has at least twenty.
Ginger Jaschke happil y stated that with boys around
she could talk about football , which she just couldn 't
do with girls.
Martha Dewey, a freshman , said, 'Since we're the
only co-ed floor at Colb y, we're like a museum—
everyone comes over and just watches us. But the most
important thing is that instead of boys talking about
girls and girls talking about boys, together we talk
about different , more important things. '

; UNTIL YOU'VE SEEN .
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British Fall Fashions for
j
Both Ladies and Gentlemen
j
Phone 873-0944
Fri. - 9-9
Open Mon. -Sat. 9-5
Discount to Colby Students with this ad.
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J MINI REFRIG UNLIMITED
! 4405 East-West Highway • Suite 210 • Bethesda , Md. 20014
. Allow 10 days for delivery.
i Enclosed is check or money order for $
$20
Plan
$55
&
refundable
deposit
$75 a school year)
(Total
Rental
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| [__] Sales Plan — $79.95 No shipping cha rges on either plan.
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I Address
:
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I OUR MONEY- BACK GUARANTEE- ]f this machine is not exactly as we
I stated , put it back into the ship ping carton and send it back C.O.D. You
| must be 100% satisfied or your money back. This is a quali ty machi ne
i at a low orice.
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Music Center
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC
873-5622
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SANDWICHES- DAGWOODS
PABST BLUE RIBBON
on tap
FREE DELIVERY with $5
food order
TELEPHONE 2-2400
OPEN 6 DAYS
11 a ,m, -midnite
SUNDAYS AND HOLIDAYS
4 p. m
.- .-. -11 p. m
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Daoust is famous for. When

3. Full ballistic nylon mesh

depend on... year after
yearDaoust distinction
With over 75 years of
experience, Daoust has
created an impressive line.
of skates - including the
superb National 100 and
the rugged Junior Pro...
the skate for the future
superstar.

4. Fully lined with English
kJ P leatner5. Leather outsole reinforced at shank with
special pegs for extra
strength '
6. Pro style leather sole
with heel lift.
„ _ . ...
7. Rigid box toe -

Daoust-from Montreal,
home of hockey.

8. Long moisture-resistant
counters.
t <
9. Tough resistant tendon
guard.
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Milk, Soda
Br ead, Pastry
Roast Beef Sand.
Chips
Oven Sandwiches
Cigarettes
Heroes
Open 7 days
Mon. -Thurs .
11 a. m. - 12 p. m.
Fri. , Sat.
lo a. m. -1 a. m.
Sun«
10 a. m. -11 p. m.
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by Dan Rapaport
In a fine display of offensive
and defensive balance, the Colby football team opened their
season last Saturday with an impressive 28-15 win over St. Law
rence at Seavern's Field. The
Mules broke open a close game
in the third quarter and held
off a late St. Lawrence rush to
capture the victory.
With Brian Cone and Pete
Gorniewicz showing the way
on offense and freshmen Blake
Luce and Jack Parker leading a
tenacious defense, Colby
rebounded from last year.s 48-9
humiliation to whip the Larries
soundly.
Colby displayed their strong
ball-control tactics early as the
Mules marched 68 yards for a
touchdown the first time they
got their hands on the ball. Cone
and Gorniewicz did the bulk of
the ball-carrying through holes
provided by the good blacking of the offensive line. The
march was capped by Gorniewicz's 2 yard run. The extra
point attempt was missed.
St. Lawrence came back with
a long drive of their own as the
Larries moved down field with a
a fine combination of running
and passing. From the Colby
20 , quarterback Jeff Kantor
hit his halfback with a scoring
strike. The conversion was good
and the visitors led 7-6. With
both teams showing some good
defensive work the score remain
ed the same as the first quarter
ended.

The Colby offense began to
move again in the second
quarter sparked by the inside
running of Gorniewicz and
Cone's spring out "Keepers."
The Mules marched to the St.
Lawrence 25 , and when the
drive stalled, Cone added three
points with a field goal. With
eight minuted to play in the
first half Colby had the lead aagain, 9-7.
The defense then came up with
one of the game's key plays.
On the fourth down , St. Lawrence, deep in their own territory , moved into punt formation. A strong Colby rush led by
Luce and Paul Coleman blacked
the punt and the Mules had the
ball on the visitors. 16. Aided
by a pass interference call Colby
moved the ball to the 1. and
fro m there Don Joseph carried
it over. The PAT attempt was
blocked and Colby took a 15-7
lead with them into the locker
room at halftime.
Colby broke things open in
the second half on their first
play from scrimmage. Cone, under a strong rush on a broken
play, unloaded a short pass to
Gorniewicz. Peter did the rest
and 49 yards Inter Colby's
lead was upped to 21-7.
St. Lawrence, however, began
to fight back. The Larries
again put together a strong
drive and moved to Colby's 10.
There, the visitors attempted a
halfback pass but were foiled
in the end zone as safetv Kevin
Mayo came up with a big inter-
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ception to thwart the Larries
drive. The third quarter ended
with the score still 21-7.
Colby again began to move in
the fourth quarter but the drive
was stalled by an interception.
Again, however, the defense, as
they had been doing all afternoon, came up with a big play.
This time, with six minutes
left in the game, Luce picked
off a pass to stymie the Larries'
march and give the home team
another scoring bid. Co-Captain
Cone completed the Colby scoring with a six yard run. This
time the conversion was good
and the Mules had a 28-7 lead
with four minutes to play.
St. Lawrence still refused to
call it quits. A long kick-off return and scoring pass, together
with a two point conversion and
the Colby lead was chopped to

28-15. But the Mules held on
to the ball for the final three
minutes to secure the victory.
The statistics reveal the power
of Colby's offense and their
stalwart defense on this day. The
Miles racked up 358 yards total
offense, 263 of these on the ground
Individually Gorniewicz carried
39 times for 166 yards and
Brian Cone, maintaining his poise
under pressure, managed 80
yards of his own while throwing
for 95 yards. The defense,
which time and again came up
with the big play, limited St.
Lawrence to 207 yards total
offense.
The victory was a team effort.
Although , Cone and Gorniewicz
have been singled out here,
the offensive line opened up the
holes, and receivers Lane, Minihan , and Hatton all had recep-
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winged victor y
Lew (now he has mono- now
he doesn 't) Paquin once
again showed his superiority
Saturday by leading Colby
to a 23-35 win over U.Maine
Portland-Gorham in a dual meet
meet here .
Lew, running comfortably after a week of no work,
beat the first UMPG man
by a minute and a half , doing
26:34 for the 5.2 mile course.
Coach Alex Schulten was
pleased with his team 's performance. How the many freshmen would do was a big question in what for many was

their first five mile race.
The results show that Coach
Schulten shouldn 't have many
worries.
Freshmen John Araujo ,
Dave Bodinc , and Niel Morris
joined Bill Clay and Dave Bergstrom in giving Colby solid scoring from f ourth through eighth
p lace. Such depth has rarely
been seen in previous Colby
cross-country teams.
Individually, it was a good
meet. John Araujo ran a steady
race to take second for Colby
with Dave Bodine running well,
behind him. Bill Clay, a vastly
improved runner , led Neil Mor-

ns and dependable-Dave Bergstrom over the line. John Varrill
looked very strong, staying with
with Lew until the two mile
mark, before succumbing to a
cramp which he struggled with
for the rest of the race. Jeff
Garden ran well though under
heavy cold medication.
Tomorrow Colby takes on
Middlebury and Bates at Middlebury. The meet shapes up
as one of the toughest of the
season for Colby. Middlebury, run
ning on their'own course, a difficult 5,1 miles, will be tough , and
and Bates is expected to bri ng
its usual strong team.

by Cheryl Booker
The Women's Physical Education Student-Faculty Committee met for the first time this
fall , Tuesday, September 26.
Representing the faculty was
the head of the women's division, Mrs. Majorie Either , along with Mrs. Jill Hodson , and
Miss Judy Mandeville. Students in attendance included senior Pat Hickson , juniors
Robin Dekker and Cheryl Boole
er, and sophomores Nancy
Adams and Debbie Seel. Any
freshman interested in serving
on the board should contact
Mrs. Either at the field'house as
the class of 1976 is not currently represented.
The first topic of discussion
included the changes which
have been made in this year's
program for women. Freshmen
have been given a new fitness
test which included analysis of
muscle tone, flexibility, and
the cardio-vascular Harvard
Step Test.
A change also has been made
in the requirement for indepen
dent stud y in swimming. Previously a Senior Life Saving
card was accepted as an ade-

tions that led to scores. Don
Joseph did his usual outstanding blocking job in leading the
way for his running mate.
The defense, with a strong
rush from the front four and
some tight pass coverage got
fine efforts from all of their
starters. The only lapses the
Miles seemed to have in their
big win were in the kicking game
as three extra point attempts
were missed.
The opening game win for
Coach McGee's squad was a
big one but they have little
time to celebrate. The Mules
travel to New London this
weekend for a tough night contest with the Coast Guard A ca^
demy. A performance like last
Saturday's game with St. Lawrence is about all Coach McGee
and his assistants could ask for.

c_^ j

quate qualification for stud y,
but now a Water Safety Instructor 's certificate must be held.
Finally, the Swimming Proficiency Test has been changed for
the Class of 1976. To pass this,
one must jump into deep water,
swim a lap on one's front
and one on one's back, tread
water for fiv&minutes , bob 15
times, and float for two munutes. It must be noted that
upperclassmen must still
fulfill the requirements which
were in effect their freshman year
year , and that the college graduation requirement of bobbing
and keeping oneself afloat remains unchanged.
Two new programs have been
introduced in the department.
The Pounds Away Club will
begin during the first winter
season as a credit activity .
The group, which is open to
men and staff members as well,
will meet two hours a week
under the direction of Mrs.
Jill Hodson and Carl Nelson.
Local guests will iiVclude dietary consultants , medical and exercise experts.
A new judo club has begun
meeting in co-ed classes during
afternoons in the fieldhouse. In-
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We invited a few friends for dinner
and theyhelped clean up the Genesee River.
With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorganisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in
Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others,
"What we did was to combine two processes in a way
that gives us one of the most efficient water-purifying systems private industry has ever developed.
One process is called "activated sludge," developed
by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption.
What this means is that for the maj ority of wastes man can
produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will
happily assimilate it. And thrive on it,
The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found
a way to combine the activated sludge process with a trickling
filter process and optimized the combination.
We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years.

M
E9

(At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement
long before it made headlines.) And the pilot proje ct worked
so well, we built a ten-million-dollar plant that can purify
36-million gallons of water a day.
Governor Rockefeller called this "the biggest voluntary project undertaken by private industry in support of
New York State's pure-water program. "
Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to
make a profit—and clean water is vital to our business. But in
furthering our own needs, we have helped further society 's,
And our business depends on society ,
We hope our efforts to cope with water pollution will
inspire others to do the same. And , we'd be happy to share
our water-purifying information with them. We all need clean
water. So we all have to work together.

Kodak

Morethan a business.
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terest also has been expressed
in co-ed intramural sports.
Those desiring furthur inforrmtion should contact Wally Coveil.
The Colby Dance Club is
again active this fall. Trips were
made on three occassions to
Farmington to watch the performance of the Rod Roby Bill Driscoll
gers' Dance Company. Plans
Last Saturday, Colby 's soccer
for the club include a perforteam traveled to Clark University
mance on Saturday, Oct. 27,
Freshman Parents ' Weekend. A for its opening game of the seaChristmas program also is being son. The Mules controlled the entire game, keeping the ball in
planned. The group will perform at three masses in the
their offensive zone for a conserLorimer Chapel in celebration
vative seventy-five percent
of the Feast of the Imiracuof the time.
late Conception, using the
During this time Colby out"Magnificat " text. The dance
shot its opponent 34-16, dominclub meets on Thursdays at
ating nearly every phase of the
5:30 in Runnals!gymnasium.
Those interested may contact
game. In only one area did
junior Robin Dekker, or Miss
the hooters fall short, and
Jud y Mandeville, whose office
that was in an important onehas remained in Runnals.
scoring. Colby lost the game
Freshmen should note the
voluntary activity classes which 1-0.
have been scheduled for next
The defeat was a tough one to
week. Also, a square dance will swallow. But there were many
be held tonight at 7:00, in Run encouraging
aspects from a
nals' gym. All are encouraged
Mule standpoint. The team's
to come.

self
Colby graduate Steve Self
is working out with other
rookies and free agents of the
New England Whalers, an entry in the new World Hockey
Association.
Self , a standout for the
Mules, was captain and leading
scorer on last year's team.
He is currently playing left
wing on a line centered by
Lome O'Donnell with former

passing game was excellent , and
the defense once again proved
more than adequate. The play
of Medhane Egziabher was a
pleasant surprise, and the little forward may have earned a
starting berth with his deft play
making.
The winning goal came with
17 minutes remaining in the
game as Clark's captain handed
in a perfect corner kick , ruining goalie Serdjenian's bid for
a shutout. It was a disappointing loss for Colby, as the team
has several excellent scoring
opportunities at close range,
but for reasons unknown, was
unable to convert them into
goals.

B.C. players Scot Godfrey and
Jim Howard alternating on
right wing.
Other rookies with the squad
include Jake Danby, Toot Cahoon and Peter Thornton , all
former B.U. players; Kevin
Ahern and Tim Sheeny, both
B. 'C. stars who played on the
U.S.Olympic team ; and UNH's
Guy Smith.
The rookie squad , coached
by Jack Kelley, played
the rookies from the Philadelphia Blazers last weekend
The Blazers are coached by former Boston Bruin John McKenzie.

mukai
Kenney Mukai , a 1968
Colby graduate, has replaced Richie Green as
varsity hockey coach.
While at Colby, Mukai
was member of the EGAC
division II championship
hockey team of 1965-66
and served as captain of
the 1967-68 team which

tennis
by Cheryl Booker
The Colby women's tennis
team got off to a winning start
this week, as they defeated
Bates in their first meet by a
score of 6-1.
Colby was victorious in all
three of its singles matches.
Freshman Janet McManama
defeated Bates' Jill Grayson
6-2 and 6-1, Colby 's Susan
Brown downed Ann Donaghy of
of Bates 6-4 and 6-4, and sopho-
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Saturday Night 8:30 Foss Hall all campus Boogie
with "Meadow ". One of the best rock and roll The following is a list of some of the
National Science Foundation Gradbands in the area
Direct from a command
schol arships and f ellowhips available
performance at the "Chez ".
to Colby Seniors , and t h e closing da t es uate Fellowships — see Mr. Sidney W.
Onl y 25 cents - Spon. by Stu-G.
Farr , Lovejoy 110. Deadline for filing
§
for app lication.
applicat ions is November 27 , 1972.
Fulbrigh t Scholarshi p — see Phili p
Walter S. Ban Fellowships - limited
S. Either, Room 329 Lovejoy. Deadline
to r esiden t s of Hamp den County, Mass.
>;
Library orientation lecture/tours are
for filing app lications is Oct. 10/72.
App lications must be received b y t he
I
being offered for those who have never
Herber t Lehman Fellowshi ps —
,i
secretary of the Horace Smith Fund ,
tak en a t our , or need a refresher. The
contact Professor Guenter Weissberg,
', "
lecture/tours will take between f ortyBox 30 34 , Springfield , Mass. by Dec.
Miller Library 8B.
s(
five minu t es and an hour , and will be
31, 1972. Early app lication is desirable,
Roo t Tilden Scholarships t o New
4
aimed at teaching the fundamentals
App licants must t ake t he Apt it ude Test
York University School of Law —
of research work in the library. For
V
contact Professor Clifford Berschneider, of the Graduate Record on Oct. 2872 ,
j
<i
times, and ot her details come t o t he
and should regist er by Oct, 3,
Miller Library 8A.
,m|
reference desk in Miller Library, or
Thomas J. Watson Fellowship -'
Marshall Scholarships — see Profescall Carol yn Smith at ext. 208.
contact Professor Charles W. Bassett,
j.
sor Edwin J. Kenney, Miller Library
Miller Library 203 F.
203D.
"i
Information on other fellowshi ps and
speak
to
Rhodes Scholarshi p
•)
Professo r John R. Sweeny, Miller Library scholarshi ps is available in the office
!'| Tonight Film Direction presents Bunuel's
of Career Counseling, Lovejoy 110.
$, "Viridiana ". Bunuel is the well known creator 204B.
of "Simon of the Desert", a film shown last
|
year. "Viridiana " will be shown at 7:30 in
'^
.jf Lovcjoy 100. It costs 75 d but it's a good deal.

1

put together an 18-6
record. The rugged defenseman was also named
to the ECAC division II
All-East Team that r year.
Green resigned late
this summer as the Mules
hockey coach to become
head coach and assistant
general manager of the
New England Blades,
an independent minor
league team in the Eastern Hockey League.
Mukai, a 28 year old
Toronto , Ont. native
served as varsity hockey
coach at Seneca College
in Willowdale, Ont. during the 1969-7 0 season.
For the past two years
he has been an assistant
coach in the Berlin , N.H.
public school hockey
program.
Along with his duties
as hockey coach , Mukai
will coach the varsity
tennis team and the junior
varsity soccer team. He
will also work in the
physical education program.
more Carol Majdalany was successful in three sets, 5-7, 6-3,
and 6-2 , over Pan Wansker.
The Colby doubles teams
were successful in three out of
four of their matches. Cath y
Pamicko and Robin Sherwood
defeated Bates' Snady Boothby and Linda Hermans 7-5, 2-6,
and 7-5. Colby sophomore
Binky Cammack and freshman
Carol Haffenreffer defeated
Dede Grayton and Julie Holmes
7-6 and 6-2. Carla Clark and
Cindy Foster of Bates succembed to Colby 's Anne Menard
and Barbara Henwood 6-2 and
6-1. Sisters Pay and Lynn
Daniels were the only successful Bates pair as they defeated
Lynnie Bruce and Helen Rand
6-1 and 6-4.

The Colby In do or Tennis Tourn amen t
will be held this year on November 18 and 19
with competition in both Men 's singles and
doubles. Information and entry b lanks may
be obtained from: Prof. Guy T. Filosof ,
Lovejoy 332 , entries will be accepted till 6
p.m. on Nov. 10, 1972.

COC cookout at COC lodge on Great Pond
will be Saturd ay Oct 7 and see COC bulletin
board outside Spa for info .

Th e Colb y Outing Club elections for corresponding secr et ary will be held ou t side t he
Spa Wednesd ay Oct 4 from 7 to 11 p.m.

Don St over and his Whi t e Oak Moun t ain Boys
are coming t o Colb y October 14th. Get your
tickets now for only a dollar or at the concert
for $1.25.

" Will make pu an offer you eart 't refuse r
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New En gland Music C o.
at MB A Ma in St., W atervi lle
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WE ARE MAINE ' S LEA DING HIGH FIDELITY
DEALER AN D ARE REPS . FOR SUCH FINE
COMPON ENT MAN UFACTUR ERS AS:

®
®
%
@

KLH
Advent
Scott
Shure
® AR , Inc.
® Wollensa k
© Dyna
® Sherwo od
• AKG

•
@
®
®

•
©
•
•
®

Mcintos h
Sansui
Dual
TDK
BASF
Thorens
Garrard
Sony
TEAC

Mond ay- Sa ' u n l a v i ^ -f.
F.xconl F r k k u l 11-: *
For the best in sound , come in and see us .

145A Ma in St., Watervil le — Tel . 872-5754
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Skis by Rossi , Hart. Spald ing,
1 bindings be Marker ami Nevada.

Nordiea boots ami don 't torAdidas for .ill individual
snorts: tr ack , tennis , j ogg ing,
basketb all.
Hal Josep h '4 4
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